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Specification 

 

 

1. Product Number: HK-75@21-13_40-D9-20-1g-1 

2. Family: Photo 

3. Type: Single 

4. Size(L*W*H/Ф*H): Ф:75mm; H:21.08mm 

5. Material: PC 

6. Efficiency:  85% 

7. Operating Temperature(Topr): -40℃ to +120℃ 

8. Waterproof: \ 

9. Standard FWHM: 13°-40° 

10. Suitable LES: 9mm 

11. Application: Indoor lighting: down light, track light... 

12. Technology: Calculus principle, Fresnel technology, 

multi-level reflect technology 
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Technology 
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 2Ddrawing  

 

 

Technical  Requirement: 
    

1. The surface don't have any defects of flash,shrink and bubble. 

2. The uncharted fillet and pattern draft subiect to the 3D drawing. 

3. The uncharted dimensional tolerance subiect to the 3D drawing. 

4. The thimble can't exist at the undersurface of the locating pillar. 

Optical Design 
 

 
 HK-75@21-13_40-D9-20-1g-1  

1.01.6920 

Structure Design 
 

 HK 75@21（13°-40°）zoom Lens Pages Qty Weight 

Assess 
 

 
 

2 
  

Authorized 
 

 Material:PC 
 

CDHK 
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D75  zoom position 
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3D drawing 
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Test report 

Test light source: CREE  1520 

Small angle test 
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Middle  angle test 
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Big  angle test 
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Quality detection 

 Sample test report 

1.Size 

  Standard Upper limit Lower limit Test result 1 Test result 2 Test result 3 Test result 4 Judge 

OD 75 75.20 74.80 74.96 74.97 75 75 OK 

Height 21.08 21.18 20.78 20.83 20.82 20.86 20.85 OK 

BH 2.3 2.40 2.30 2.40 2.37 2.40 2.38 OK 

 Cutting the spure object to no effect for the quality 

2. op

tical i

ndicat

rix 

 

Suitable 

LED 
CREE 1520 

 Appearance  standard Test result 1 Test result 2 Test result 3 Test result 4 Judge 

Small angle 

angle 13±2° 13.1° 13.2° 13.4° 13.3° OK 

K value ＞9.9 13.2 12.5 12.5 12.4 OK 

transmittance ＞85% 87.8% 87.7% 87.1% 88.3% OK 

Middle angle 

angle 22±2° 22.8° 22.8° 22.6° 22.8° OK 

K value ＞4.7 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.5 OK 

transmittance ＞88% 90.3% 90.7% 91.1% 89% OK 

Big 

angle 

angle  38±2° 38.2° 38° 38.6° 38.4° OK 

K value ＞2 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.3 OK 

transmittance ＞85% 91.6% 88.4% 92.3% 91.5% OK 

facula See sample signed sealed samples 

3. Appearance quality 

Find the 

attached 

<the 

appearanc

e 

inspection 

standard> 

E 

 

No burrs 

No stains 

 

 

No burrs 

No stains 

 

 

No burrs 

No stains 

 

 

No burrs 

No stains 

 

No burrs 

No stains 

 

OK 

4. Material PC Colour transparent OK 

Comprehensive judg

ment 
OK 

Notes： 

Tool Number ： V-vernier  2D-quadratic element  H-height gauge  M-measuring microscope 

P-Knitting pin  T-thickness gauge  R-radius gauge  E-eye survey 
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Announcement： 

1. Pls wear clean gloves when assembling, to prevent the surface of the lens be soiled. 

2. Try to avoid touching the total-reflection surface. 

3. Once the surface be soiled, pls use soft cotton to wipe with litmusless reagent, not industrial solvent.  

Packing 

Shenzhen Herculux Optoelectronics Technology Co., LTD 

Part model HK-75@21-13_40-D9-20-1g-1 Part name HK 75@21（13°-40°）zoom Lens 

Material PC Customer  

Packing 

diagram 

 

Packing 
8 A/  Box 4 Box/Floor 13 Floor/Carton 

416 A/ Carton     

Packing

Material 

NO. Part No Part name Size Dosage Remarks 

1 2.07.0019 Blister box 23cm*21cm 52  

2 2.08.0001 PE film 30cm*30cm 52  

3 2.06.0005 Reel label paper 62cm*42cm 1  

4 2.06.0005 Box label paper 62cm*70cm 1  

5 2.06.0003 big plate 36cm*46.8cm 14  

6 2.06.0001 big carton 36cm*46.8cm*42.8cm 1  

7      

Remark Retail packaging is not restricted by this specification 
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Appearance inspection standards（Indoor lighting lens） 

Test items Judging standard 
Defect level 

Sampling standards According to GB

 / T2828.1 count sampling inspection

 program the first part: 

Batch-by-lot sampling plan was retrie

ved by acceptance quality limit (AQ

L); AQL = 0.4. The judgment principl

e is: AQL rejection number × coeffici

ent, CR class coefficient 0, MA class

 coefficient 1, MI class coefficient 1.

5; 

 

Sight distance and working hours: Si

ght distance should be 30-35cm, eac

h side of the inspection time does n

ot exceed 12s, the visual angle of 4

5-135 degrees; 

 

Light: 2x40w cool white fluorescent la

mp, chip should be from the lens sur

face 500-550mm, in order to make t

he bad appearance can be correctly 

found, the illumination should not be 

less than 500Lux； 

 

 staff should be 1.0 (including corrected vi

sual acuity) above, no color blindness, col

or weakness. 

 

MI MA CR 

Point defect 
Do not exceed the limit of the limit sample of s

ign sample. 
 √  

Raw edge Not allowed to affect the size and assembly.  √  

Scratch 

Scratches can not exceed the limit of limit sam

ple standard version; 

Not allowed to scratch. 

 √  

Fingerprint Fingerprints are not allowed on all products.  √  

Deformation 
Product deformation shall not affect product siz

e, assembly and optical performance. 
  √ 

Poor ejection 

Products may not appear bad ejection, inclu

ding no convex top, thimble printed on the asse

mbly surface shall not be higher than the produ

ct surface, non-assembled surface thimble heigh

t should not exceed the product size tolerances;

 thimble printing should be less than the produc

t surface and no more than 0.3; thimble surface

 treatment should be consistent with the produc

t side. 

 

Top strain: optical surface and the appearance 

of the exposed surface assembly does not allo

w a strain, the structural surface does not allow

 significant visual strain. 

 √  

Insufficient fillin

g 

The exposed surface of the assembled product 

shall not be filled insufficiently, the insufficiently 

filled structure surface shall not affect the asse

mbly, and the disputed product shall be in acco

rdance with the standard of the sample sign. 

 √  

Shrink 

When the entire surface of the product shrinks,

 the optical properties and dimensions must me

et the requirements, and the visual will not sign

ificantly affect the appearance; Local shrink refe

r to point defects 

 √  

Flow marks、W

elding line 

Product does not allow the presence of flow m

arks and welding lines unless the structure can

 not be avoided; special circumstances need to

 √  
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 sign a temporary sample version. 

Bubble No bubbles are allowed.  √  

Foreign matte

r、Dark spots 

Visual is not obvious or black spots and foreign

 body D ≤ 0.3mm is allowed to exist no more

 than 2; 

√   

Damaged 

There shall be no damage to the appearance o

f the product after it has been assembled and 

assembled, and the specific product shall be in

 accordance with the standard of the sample si

gn. 

  √ 

Cold glue 

Optical surface can not have cold glue, non-opti

cal surface should be kept cold visual is not ob

vious. 

√   

Poor incision 

1: Do not affect the product size; 2: Do not go

 deep into the optical surface; 3: Cut should be

 smooth. 

  √ 

Scrub 
Scrub surface should be uniform, off the scrub 

phenomenon should not be obvious. 
 √  

Air stripe 

Air stripe should be not visually obvious, specifi

c products in accordance with the standard sam

ple size. 

 √  
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Appearance inspection standards（Outdoor lighting lens） 

Test items Judging standard 
Defect level 

Sampling standards According to GB / 

T2828.1 count sampling inspection 

program the first part: 

Batch-by-lot sampling plan was retrieved 

by acceptance quality limit (AQL); AQL = 

0.4. The judgment principle is: AQL 

rejection number × coefficient, CR class 

coefficient 0, MA class coefficient 1, MI 

class coefficient 1.5; 

 

Sight distance and working hours: Sight 

distance should be 30-35cm, each side 

of the inspection time does not exceed 

12s, the visual angle of 45-135 degrees; 

 

Light: 2x40w cool white fluorescent 

lamp, chip should be from the lens 

surface 500-550mm, in order to make 

the bad appearance can be correctly 

found, the illumination should not be less 

than 500Lux； 

 

Visual inspection staff should be 1.0 

(including corrected visual acuity) above, 

no color blindness, color weakness.  

 MI MA CR 

Point defect 
Do not exceed the limit of the limit sample of sign 

sample. 
 √  

Raw edge Not allowed to affect the size and assembly.  √  

Scratch 
Allow L ≤ 10mm shallow scratches allowed to exist 

no more than 2, deep scratches are not allowed. 
 √  

Fingerprint Fingerprints are not allowed on all products.  √  

Deformation 

Product deformation shall not affect product size, 

assembly and optical performance. Must follow the 

drawings. 

  √ 

Insufficient 

filling 

Insufficient filling shall not affect the appearance of 

the assembly and the exposed surfaces. 
 √  

Shrink 

When the entire surface of the product shrinks, the 

optical properties and dimensions must meet the 

requirements, and the visual will not significantly 

affect the appearance. 

 √  

Flow marks 、

Welding line 

1：Product does not allow the presence of flow 

marks and welding lines unless the structure can not 

be avoided; special circumstances need to sign a 

temporary sample version. 2: The remaining flow 

marks shall not appear in the optical surface, a 

single flow marks L ≤ 10mm not allowed more 

than 2 

 √  

Bubble 
No bubbles are allowed in the optical part, and 2 

non-optical parts allow 2 bubbles with D≤0.5mm. 
 √  

Foreign matter、

Dark spots 

Non-optical surface is not obvious or D≤0.5mm 

dark spots and foreign bodies allowed to exist no 

more than 3; optical surface allows D≤ 0.3mm 

foreign matter and black spots no more than 2. 

√   

Damaged 
Damage shall not affect product assembly, water 

resistance and exposed appearance. 
  √ 

Cold glue 
Do not exceed the limit of the limit sample of sign 

sample. 
√   

Scrub 

abnormalities 

Scrub surface should be uniform, off the scrub 

phenomenon should not be obvious. 
 √  

Poor ejection 

Products may not appear bad ejection, including 

no convex top, thimble printed on the assembly 

surface shall not be higher than the product surface, 

 √  
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non-assembled surface thimble height should not 

exceed the product size tolerances; thimble printing 

should be less than the product surface and no more 

than 0.3; thimble surface treatment should be 

consistent with the product side. 

Air stripe 

Air stripe should be not visually obvious, specific 

products in accordance with the standard sample 

size. 

 √  
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Description of welding line 
The colloid will form weld lines when passing through holes, columns, etc., or where the structure is thin. In the injection molding process 

using multi-point into the plastic, welding line will appear because of the combination of sol, as shown below:  

 

               

            

 

 

Please note： 

The appearance of lines in the structure of the product as well as at the screw hole is a normal phenomenon, will not affect the actual use 

of the product, and can not be avoided at this stage. 

 

Glue diagram 

Glue diagram 

Weldin

g line 

Weldin

g line 


